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or nearer than 3 inches from an arris is to be allowed, and in no case must the aggregate area of the plug-hole in anyone joint exceed onequarter of its whole area.
The stone shall be laid with onequarter (*£) inch joints, and all face joints shall be pointed with mortar made of clear Portland cement, applied before its first setting. All joints to be raked out to a depth of two inches before pointing.
The pointing of all masonry, including the faces of the main body of the dam and of the center walls which are below the ground, is to be done thoroughly with Portland, cement mortar, mixed clear where used for all exposed faces of brick and cut stone masonry of all kinds (including the rubble facing); and mixed for other work in such proportion as the. engineer shall determine. The cost of all pointing is to be included in the price stipulated for the masonry to which it is applied.
The exposed faces of the cut stone are to be. finished in various ways, in accordance with the various positions in which they are placed. They shall be either left with a rock or quarry face, rough-pointed, or fine hammered (six-cut work).
The various classes of face dressing must be equal in quality and appearance to those on the sample in the office of the chief engineer.
In rock face work the arrises of the stones inclosing the rock face must be pitched to true lines; the face projections to be bold, and from 3 to 5 inches beyond the arrises. The angles of all walls on structures having rock faces are to be defined by a chisel draft not less than i % inches wide on each face.
In rough-pointed work, the stones shall at all points be full to the true plane of the face, and at no point shall project beyond more than j£ inch, the arrises to be sharp and well defined. Each stone to have its arrises well defined by a chisel draft, which is included in the price for rough-pointed dressing.
In fine hammered work the face of the stones must be brought to a true plane and fine dressed, with a hammer having six blades to the inch.
In measuring cut stone masonry, when the stones are not rectangular, the dimensions taken for each stone will be those of a rectangular, cubical form which will just inclose the neat lines of the same. The price herein stipulated for granite dimension stone masonry is to cover the cost of preparing the rock faces, of making the chisel drafts, and of preparing all holes and recesses and grooves.
No payment will be made for cutting grooves and recesses other than the price paid for the dressing of their surfaces, which are to be fine hammered.

